
Hi Friends! I am so glad you are tuning back in with me again this week. My name is Shelly
Morkovsky and this is episode 2 of The Runway to The Run. If you missed episode 1, may I
encourage you to go back and listen or read the episode titled “All Fruit is Good” since I will be
continuing to reference fruit and squeezing.

Last week, we talked about being squeezed like fruit; how being tried and tested builds
endurance, produces surety of the hope we have in Christ, how trials of various kinds allow the
fruits of The Spirit to manifest themselves deep down within us instead of just on the shallow
surfaces of our lives. And this is true, praise The Lord, it is absolutely true. But I think we’d be
naive if we didn’t admit that sometimes the same trials and struggles that lead me to more grace
and patience, that teach me more more self-control and more kindness, the life consequences
and turmoil that grow me into a more empathetic listener and encourager or give me a grand
testimony of God’s work in and for me, also have the potential and the power to do quite the
opposite.

Let me ask you….Have you ever been squeezed? Or are you being squeezed right now? How
did you do? Or how are you doing?

You know there aren’t too many people in Biblical history who didn’t, at some point, suffer
through some squeezing. And those times of testing could have been great character builders
for each of them, but instead, their sinful choices turned their pressures into failures.

Abraham & Sarah - squeezed by infertility - FAIL

The Sons of Jacob - squeezed by jealousy - FAIL

Moses - squeezed by division of his Hebrew heritage and the
privilege of Pharaoh’s household - FAIL

David - squeezed by power and lust - FAIL

Jonah - squeezed by a change in life’s direction - FAIL

Peter - squeezed by fear and notoriety - FAIL

Paul - squeezed by legalism and racism - FAIL

Do you too have a time or a circumstance in your past, or perhaps even now, that was or is
really trying for you? But instead of allowing those troubles to refine you, instead of trusting
God’s power and control in that situation you doubted His omniscience, you questioned His
authority or His power, or you made demands of Him while mistrusting His will and purpose, or
you completely ignored and turned your back on Him. Can you think back on a time when
instead of growing your endurance and deepening the roots of fruit in your life, you, too, failed?

Second Chances



I know that I can. I know that I do have times in my past when I was an absolute failure. When
I knew God, but I didn’t trust Him in my circumstance.

Shelly - squeezed by miscarriage - FAIL
Shelly - squeezed by loneliness and isolation - FAIL

But as we look forward together to Resurrection Sunday, as we prepare our hearts and our
minds to look hard at the cross of Jesus, may I remind you of good news for us failures? We
serve a God of second chances.

God could have moved on from the impatience and mistrust of Abraham and Sarah, but Isaac
was still eventually born. God could have chosen some other Hebrew that hadn’t committed
murder and fled, but Moses still heard the voice of God from a bush. David was still called a
man after God’s own heart even after his heart had betrayed God. Jonah, chapter 3, verse 1
says, “The word of the Lord came to Jonah a second time.” Peter built Christ’s church and Paul
wrote The Bible!

2nd chances, 3rd chances, 4th chances,.....

So if you feel as though your last squeezing or maybe even the one happening right now was a
“fail,” buckle-up because your God doesn’t give-up. You will be squeezed again. Your failure
isn’t the end. You will have another chance to rejoice, to endure, to grow, …to keep running the
race that God has set before you.

….and speaking of races, have you signed up for the 2nd annual Run to The Son yet? Follow
the links included in this email or go to the Easter Family Fun Day page on the FBC website at
FBCEP.com for more information on our morning of fellowship and worship on Easter weekend.




